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from: m2k2008 #003hi, i think this problem is solved by using the latest drivers. i have an older nvidia card and it works fine for me. the latest driver version available for download for older cards is 313.96, which you can download here . the problem can also be solved by unchecking the
fullscreen option in the graphics control panel. just go to the top of the screen and scroll to the right and you'll see the graphics control panel. just uncheck the box for fullscreen mode if you don't want it. 4# fix for cvode audio problems with crysis 3 i had similar audio issues with cvode
and crysis 3. i decided to try and install the windows audio api v10. it was a big mistake. i accidentally downloaded the v9. the v10 is not free. you can download the v9 here and the v10 here. you'll have to remove the v10 and install the v9. a word of caution, if you install the v9 after

installing the v10, you'll have to reinstall the drivers. you'll get the option for the new version in the drivers menu. i recommend that you install the v9 before installing the v10. just uninstall the v10 and reinstall the v9. this solved my audio issues with crysis 3. if you have trouble with the
v10, try installing the v9 first and then installing the v10. this worked for me. from: klox #003i have had an identical issue with a gtx670. it worked fine with the default drivers and a clean install of the game. with the latest drivers (313.96 or 314.21), the game locks up on the first wave. i
can unplug the monitor and switch to the integrated video and get the game to work fine in windowed mode. i do not have the 10.0 beta drivers, as they appear to have been pulled. all of the versions available for download are from the current cuda 10.0 release, which does not fix the

problem. i have installed cuda 7.5 as well. this does not fix the problem. a clean uninstall/reinstall of the drivers does not work. the issue appears to be with cuda 10.0. i have not found a solution, other than using an older driver. i also have the same issue with the 2010 version of crysis 2.
it has been working fine with the default drivers and with a clean install of the game.
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hello, i have been looking for this answer for a while and have not found it. i downloaded the latest version of the game and tried to play it, it loaded the game and when i clicked play it went to a black screen. i tried to install the game and it reported an error, so i uninstalled it and tried to
reinstall it again, but when i started the game it went to a black screen and i tried to reinstall it again and it returned the same error, it's been that way since i started playing the game. the game has been downloaded from steam, there is no cracked/uncracked version available on the

game's site. the graphics card is a nvidia geforce gt 620m and the os is windows 8.1 its really frustrating to play the game with a black screen, i've tried to fix it by uninstalling it and reinstalling it, and also tried to change the config and everything, but the game just continues to crash. i'm
gonna buy a different game if i cant fix this one. any help would be appreciated, thanks! it is possible to run the game in windowed mode. you must then set the resolution to 1024x768 or 640x480. then you can set the game to go fullscreen when you start the game. you can also turn off

the graphics in the options menu. the keyboard works fine with the game, i do not use the mouse. sometimes you may need to hit alt + enter to go to fullscreen. you can also change the resolution of the game and move it around the screen with the keyboard. i have tried the game in
fullscreen mode and it runs fine. it works on my computer. i am using a gtx 760 and have 16gb of ram. you may need to adjust your settings to work in fullscreen. good luck. 5ec8ef588b
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